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2011 The Nineteenth Year – Steve Phillips Alaska Dive Journal 
 

 
Steve’s red cabin 

 
6-3-2011 
I got to Nome this morning.  I saw Slim’s friend Eric at the airport and got him to take me to 
my containers.  We pulled out my three vehicles, put air in the flat tires, and they all cranked 
pretty easy.  Lonnie came and we started hauling out stuff to camp.  Breakdowns have 
already started.  Lonnie burned up a drive belt in his Polaris 6 wheel ATV.  I think he was 
pulling too big a load in high gear.  I got my Ranger stuck in a snow drift, but was able to use 
my wench fastened to a big log frozen under the ice.  The beach is rough now with big piles 
of frozen ice and gravel.  All that will be gone in a few days.  It’s melting fast.  The sea ice is 
gone from shore, but may blow back in before it is washed away and melts.  I talked to a 
couple of new dredgers in town.  They are real young, and amazingly they already know 
everything about everything.  It was interesting to listen to them explain dredging to Lonnie.  
We’re real lucky to have such folks come up here and straighten out us old geezers.  Another 
young boy who works at Morgan’s told me that he had bought into a dredge with a friend, 
and he is going to be dredging out in the sea.  He doesn’t have any dive training, but his 
friend has been diving before, and he said it’s not much to it, so he doesn’t need any training.  
All this seems to be the way to find gold.  It’s real easy.  After listening to these young 
sprouts talk, I don’t understand why other people spend so much time and money taking dive 
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courses. Just dive in, training is a waste.  If you do run into a problem, you can always look 
at a book or the internet.  Hell, anybody can be a diver, or for that matter, a pilot or astronaut.  
Training is for other people.  I hope these boys live long enough to learn how little they 
know.  With gold being over $1500 an ounce, I suppose we will see quite a few dreamers this 
year.  Nothing wrong with dreaming, but ocean dredging is hazardous, and the learning curve 
is a killer. 

 
6-4 Saturday 
Today Curtis came up, and he is going to stay in my cabin a few days while he gets his tent 
camp set up.  Sam & I hauled out the rest of my 25 boxes that I mailed up.  We also filled all 
our gas cans up while gas is cheaper at last years’ prices, only $5 a gallon.  When the barge 
comes in with this years’ fuel, we expect gas to cost $6 or $7 a gallon.  We bought food at 
the store, and food costs are high.  I saw a small watermelon for $25 and tomatoes are $5 a 
pound.  I do all the cooking, and I usually only buy when something is on sale.  Sam & 
Curtis worked on cabin chores while I unpacked boxes.  The Polaris ATV has no brakes, so 
Sam took the brake system apart, and Monday we will order all the parts needed.  The 
weather is beautiful and I don’t miss the Alabama heat at all. 

 
6-6 Monday 
Yesterday Curtis & Sam put up our cell phone antennas so we can use our phones.  I spent all 
day putting back together two Nissan 9.8 HP outboards that I mailed up.  I had to take them 
apart and put in three boxes each to get within the posted weight limits.  To ship other ways 
would have cost $700, and this way it only cost about $200.  One of the motors had a broken 
part in shipping, so we had to repair it and rig it to work.  I think it will be fine now.  Today 
Sam and I did some shopping for supplies, got drinking water in town, and brought out most 
of the dredge equipment from my containers.  This morning I got up about 3:00 AM, because 
I couldn’t sleep.  I made coffee, and Sam and I drank a pot and a half.  Last night Curtis ate 
with us and washed the dishes.  He was not familiar with the drill here, and didn’t know how 
we wash dishes.  He used our 5 gallon bucket of Penny River water to rinse the dishes, but 
instead of pouring the water in the pan as we do, he first rinsed them in the whole bucket and 
left the bucket of water under the table.  He didn’t dump it out, and we didn’t notice until 
tonight when Lonnie washed the dishes and saw the water was dirty.  Course, what I’m 
getting to is at 3:00 AM I can’t see real good and I use Penny River water to make coffee.  
Tasted fine. 
 
6-9 Thursday 
Sam and I have been working putting dredges together and fixing pumps for two days.  His 
dredge should be ready tomorrow. Curtis and Lonnie have been out dredging and prospecting 
for a new area.  They have found very little gold so far.  One of the locals in town has been 
severely mauled by a grizzly bear recently.  His name is Wes Perkins, and is a prominent 
Nome citizen.  He is in the hospital in Anchorage.  A body was found last week in Nome 
harbor.  The man went missing in October and his body must have been under the ice in the 
Snake River, and wasn’t found until the ice melted.  The weather is real good each day now. 
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Andrew Lee & “Digger” 

 
6-10 Friday 
The weather continues good.  Sam and I continue to put together our dredges.  We should be 
through early morning and may dredge some tomorrow.  We both tire easily and don’t get as 
much done as when we were younger.  I was supposed to have two younger guys here to 
help, but they cancelled or will be late coming.  Two grizzlies were seen at the Cripple River 
camp.  This year we are not dredging on the offshore leases that we have always worked on.  
Alaska is changing the leases and reduced the amount of land that Norm Stiles has, and will 
be having a lease sale in late September.  Lonnie and I will try to buy a lease if the prices are 
not too high.  We will be prospecting all along the shore for good ground.  Lonnie and Curtis 
worked two days about one mile west of our cabins and found very little gold, only a few 
pennyweights.  Today they went east about 2 and ½ miles and did better.  Curtis only found 
about ¼ oz. but Lonnie got two ounces in four hours.  Lonnie has much more experience 
prospecting in the sea than Curtis. 

 
6-12 Sunday 
Sid has been a beach miner up here for about 15 years.  He shoveled on the beach into a high 
banker wash box and found gold each year.  I always carried him my cans of food when I 
was leaving.  This year Sid decided to learn dredging and go into the sea for better gold.  Sid 
drowned yesterday.  He was in seven foot deep water and something went wrong and he 
drowned.  He was about 70 years old and I liked him.  There were two of them on the dredge, 
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but the guy on top really can’t help the diver.  Of course, Sid wasn’t really a diver, but that 
didn’t stop him from trying.  The guy on top also has no experience dredging in the ocean.  
There are several people like them up here who should not try ocean dredging.  We have had 
2 dredgers drown here in the last 5 or 6 years.  That is a lot when you know there are only 
about 30 ocean dredgers here.  A few years ago there were only about 10 of us but the 
number is growing, and the new guys are at the greatest risk.  The ocean is not the place to 
learn to dive or dredge.  I learned more about the bear attack on Wes Perkins.  He was 
hunting on a snow machine when the bear attacked.  The bear was tearing him apart and bit 
or ripped off his jaw and gave him other wounds.  The people hunting with him killed the 
bear off him.  The attack lasted about 40 seconds.  In Anchorage they are trying to do 
reconstructive surgery.  Lonnie’s son Ryan came up last, so his whirlwind dredging started 
today.  Ryan is the hardest working dredger I have ever seen.  He always gets lots of gold.  
Sam and I went out today to prospect near the Penny River about 2 miles west of my cabin.  
We used a TV underwater camera to find the type of areas that we wanted to try.  Sam had 
trouble with one of his pumps and had to go back to camp.  I went down in 16 feet of water 
and worked 2 hours.  I only found 3 pennyweights which is worth about $200.  I need to find 
about 5 pennyweights each hour and dredge 4 hours.  Water temp is warm here, about 50 
degrees and real good vis for now.  I haven’t told my family at home about the bear attack or 
drowning yet.  No need to cause them to worry about me. 
 

 
Beach miners & dredgers camp on the beach in Nome 
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6-19 Sunday 
I’ve been dredging the last 3 days and did not dredge today.  I’ve been prospecting for a 
decent gold spot and have found nothing good.  Yesterday Sam and I were about 3 miles east 
of the cabins toward Nome.  I spent all of two dives carrying my 18 lb. anchor and about 7 
feet of chain in my left hand and the 6 inch suction nozzle and hose in my right pulling the 
dredge around to test spots.  I think I dug about 50 test holes with no gold.  When I came up I 
was so tired I thought I was going to throw up.  I took muscle relaxer pills last night, and I 
am very sore today.  It will take a few weeks for me to get stronger and grow some muscles.  
Today I went to town and bought about 60 gallons of gas and more food.  We are seeing 
young seals on the beach when we go into town.  There is a camp fox this year that is eating 
our scraps.  Lonnie sold one of his old dredges to a young fellow named Nate.  Lonnie is 
building a new 6” dredge for himself.  The water temp dropped to 45 degrees which feels real 
cold.  The vis is excellent and the surface weather has been great since I got here.  Dell is 
here now in my cabin, and is using one of my 3 dredges.  We repaired the air compressor on 
that dredge yesterday.  Salt water corrosion had eaten up some of the tubing and valves.  We 
did some cleaning and made some creative modifications to it, and it pumps air good now.  
I’m going to BBQ some ribs now. 
 

 
Fox outside the cabin 
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6-21 Tuesday 
I brought up a small vise this year and I asked Dell to go on the beach and find a stump to 
mount it on.  He was gone a couple hours.  When he came back the ATV was leaning bad 
and almost dragging the ground.  He brought back a huge stump that must weigh over 200 
lbs.  I don’t know how he got it on the ATV, but he did.  The waves have been up for a 
couple days so no dredging.  Today I went to town for drinking water and propane.  I also 
picked up a new pump, motor, and compressor that I had ordered from Keene.  I’m sending 
my oldest one to my inland claims when we build a 6 inch dredge to take there.  The old 
motors will work for many years in fresh water, but I have to replace the ones in salt water 
after a few years.  A new 9 HP motor, pump, & compressor costs about $2000 including 
freight. 

 
Dell with his stump 
 

6-29 Wednesday 
I cleaned up what little gold we have found so far.  Sam, Dell, and I have each about 2 
ounces.  That is very poor, but when you are prospecting for a spot, the gold is usually poor.  
My expenses are much more than we are finding.  We have not dredged in several days since 
the winds have come up and brought bigger waves.  My three dredges are about 4 miles from 
camp, and the waves came and washed the black one out in the surf.  Luckily, Rob saw it and 
got it back.  We went down and pulled up all the dredges as far as we could.  Nothing else 
has been going on except, we are about finished building a 6 inch dredge to take to my inland 
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claim at Monument Creek on the Casadepaga River.  I’m mostly using old parts from my 
first dredge that I sent up 15 years ago.  Tom and Perry Massie are up now.  Tom came by 
and visited a couple of hours one night.  I’ve given Georgia Massie all my gold jewelry to try 
and sell at the Gold Prospectors camp this summer.  Georgia is a fine pretty 16 year old girl 
now.  I remember when Sandy was pregnant with Georgia, and she and Spencer would play 
cards at the GPAA camp each day.  The old friends and fellowship up here are very 
important to me.  When I drive around Nome I see many more people that I know than I do 
when I am home. 
 

 
 

7-2 Saturday 
The waves have not let up, even though the weather is pretty.  Sam, Dell, Rob, and I decided 
to go to my camp on Casadepaga River.  We finished building the dredge and packed up 
yesterday.  We headed out early this morning.  Rob came in his new 6 wheel Polaris Ranger.  
Sam and I rode in my 6 wheel Ranger and Dell rode my Polaris 700 ATV and towed the 
Yamaha.  My Ranger broke down within 2 miles of leaving my cabin.  The sand on the beach 
puts a big strain on the Ranger when towing a trailer.  The drive belt disintegrated.  I had a 
spare with me so I replaced it.  Curtis came by and lent me his spare belt so I would have one 
for the trip.  The drive belt is the weakest part of owning a Polaris.  The good points of a 
Ranger outnumber the bad.  I broke down again about 20 miles from Nome.  It turned out 
that a small piece of the previous belt was still in there, and found a spot to cause trouble.  
We fixed it in about a half hour.  The rest of the 60 miles was no trouble.  Dell and Rob 
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assembled the 6 and 5 inch dredges, so we should be able to dredge tomorrow.  I’ll leave 
both dredges up here from now on so we don’t have to haul a trailer on future trips.  Eleven 
miles of the trip is in the Soloman River, but the water was low and the snow banks have 
melted in the river so it was no trouble.  All we ate tonight was some cold fried chicken and 
macaroni and cheese.  It’s only 7:00 PM now, but I think everyone has gone to bed.  Last 
time I looked they were all sitting at the table talking, and when I woke up they were gone to 
their cabins.  I’m sleeping in the chow hall where the wood stove is.  We have to bring wood 
from the beach since there is none up here.  Rob brought us a big pile so I should be pretty 
warm.  They better zip up their sleeping bags because it will be down to almost freezing by 
morning.  The stove pipe is rotten and I will replace it the next trip.  Rob told me how to get 
by for this trip by covering the hole by wrapping the stove pipe with aluminum foil, which 
we have.  It worked fine and stopped all smoke and leaks from coming in the chow hall.  Rob 
is from Alaska and is very capable.   
 

 
This is my very expensive to keep running Ranger 

 
 

Sunday 
It was cold last night.  I should have worn my long johns, but I left them at my other camp.  
These cabins are not insulated and the temp was in the 30’s.  We tried dredging today and 
had lots of trouble getting things working.  My 5 inch dredge is not running at all.  The 
magnets must have gone bad over the winter since we can’t get a spark.  The 6 inch is finally 
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working okay.  We can’t get one pump to run but half speed, and could not get enough hot 
water for the dredger’s wet suit.  Sam swapped heaters on the pump engines because the slow 
engine had a larger heater.  Now we get enough hot water.  Dell and Rob each dredged about 
4 hours.  Dell got almost no gold and Rob got maybe 2 pennyweights including a few 
pickers.  We were working in front of the cabins.  They are moving the dredges downstream 
a few hundred yards to a deeper hole I want to try.  We are very limited in where we can 
work because we forgot to bring our weight belts.  We can’t go deep or work in any current.  
I have a list of things to get in town or camp for our next trip.  We also must repair or replace 
the engine on the 5 inch dredge.  We need 2 dredges working.  Sam and I were too chicken to 
get cold today.  He said he didn’t mind being chicken, and being warm is even better.  He 
and I have drank several pots of coffee today. 

 
July 4th Monday 
Everyone at home in Alabama is celebrating the holiday in the hot summer.  This morning 
here was real cold.  The pans of water outside froze solid.  The temp when Rob checked was 
29 degrees.  I was so deep into my sleeping bag I needed a snorkel to breathe.  The fire was 
out in the chow hall and I didn’t want to get up.  Sam came over at 6:00 AM and wanted to 
know why I let the fire go out, and where was his morning coffee.  He is accustomed to me 
spoiling him.  We had French toast and bacon for breakfast.  I finally suited up and went 
dredging for 3 hours.  I punched a hole through 2&1/2 feet of gravel, and found decomposing 
schist as a bedrock.  There should have been gold there, but I only found about 1 
pennyweight.  I know good gold is here, but prospecting is difficult.  Rob went back to his 
camp on the beach this afternoon.  We are staying at least until tomorrow.  It’s raining now 
and we may get a long rainstorm.  If that happens, we can’t leave until the Soloman River 
goes down.  We do have food for several days, but will run out of firewood.  Rob took his 
fishing rig home, but we have a rod, reel, and lure.  What we don’t have is fishing line.  Sam 
didn’t check out the reel before we came out here.  One of the pumps on the dredge was not 
giving enough power, so we took off the muffler to reduce back pressure.  This serves a dual 
purpose as the unmuffled noise should keep bears away. 

 
7-6 Wednesday 
It kept raining yesterday but let up today, so the river started going down.  We have been 
here 5 days now and are about out of food.  We plan on packing up tomorrow and heading 
out, but it is raining now.  We dredged 11 hours and only found about a pennyweight of gold.  
I know good gold is here, but we need both dredges working, and we have to prospect until 
we find it.   

 
7-7 Friday 
Out of coffee, out of food, out of firewood, out of here.  Still got a few cigars. 
  
Night.  Back in the Red Cabin.  Glad to be home to insulation, windows, and dry.  We had 
much trouble coming home.  My Ranger tore up its’ transmission and won’t go.  We could 
not even pull it out because the gears are all hung up.  I abandoned it about 7 miles up the 
Soloman River and rode out behind Dell on the Yamaha.  Sam pulled the trailer with the 
Polaris ATV.  On the way back we stopped at Safety Sound Roadhouse and bought shots of 
what came out of a Jack Daniels bottle.  Whatever it once was, it had been watered down at 
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least twice.  At only $6 a shot, this is just a continuation of mining saloon tradition.  If I buy 
anymore there, I’m going to talk to the barkeep and make sure he gives us the good stuff.  
We’re all showering off good tonight to get rid of a weeks grunge.  Slim is lending me a 
trailer tomorrow that will be able to haul my Ranger back to town.  Dell and I plan to go get 
it tomorrow.  It should take us about 8 hours to get the Ranger and get back to Nome if we 
don’t have more problems. 

 
7-9 Saturday 
Yesterday Dell, Lonnie, and I went back out to get my Ranger.  We took Lonnie’s Jeep and 
my Yamaha ATV.  I borrowed a trailer from Slim that will haul the Ranger.  When we got up 
the river to the Ranger, we took off the two middle wheels and disconnected the drive shaft 
to the rear wheels.  This allowed us to move the Ranger.  We winched it onto the trailer and 
hauled it to the road.  On the ride back to Nome a rock hit the windshield of the Ranger and 
destroyed the windshield.  Now I have even more expensive repairs.  I expect the total repairs 
on the Ranger to be around $4000.00.  I don’t have any estimate yet, but it will be high.  I 
hope a windshield is still available to be ordered.  The waves are still up, so no dredging and 
no gold.  All outgo and no income.  Lonnie’s wife is sick so he is going home for awhile.  
Sam burned poop from our outhouse yesterday while Dell and I were on the Ranger recovery 
trip.  Sam and Dell cut a trailer load of firewood today which should last about a month.  The 
wind and waves are probably going to last all of next week.  Rob came by and got my last 
spare 9 HP Honda pump to replace the bad 8HP from my 5 inch dredge at Monument.  He is 
going back up there and prospect over at Ruby Creek where I also have a claim.  I hope he 
does well and finds us a fall back dredge spot that we can work when the ocean is bad.  

 
7-18 Monday 
Well hasn’t much happened in the last 10 days.  The weather stayed rainy and windy so no 
dredging.  Several dredgers went out, but they had poor vis and would come back in.  Today 
we have sunshine and the wind is not bad so it’s a good day to dredge.  My wife Susan came 
to Nome last Wednesday and I’ve been playing with her since then.  I enjoy her company 
even though she whines a lot.  We stayed at the Aurora hotel and I took two hot baths which 
I really enjoyed.  Thursday I brought Susan out to camp on my ATV.  Lonnie lent me his 
Jeep, but the beach was too rough for me to take it into town.  I did take it in on Friday when 
Sam went home.  Sam found almost no gold this year.  Friday night we went out to the Gold 
Prospectors camp at Cripple River so I could help Georgia Massie sell my jewelry.  She sold 
about $700 worth that night.  Another man is buying two gold rings for about $2000.  My 
jewelry sales are going pretty good.  Last night Susan and I ate at Perry and Sandy Massie’s 
cabin.  Georgia made fish tacos.  They were very good.  My parts are still on order at 
Morgan’s to repair the 6 wheel Ranger.  They must replace the entire transmission.  I hope to 
have it fixed within the next week. 
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Lots of gold dredges 

 
7-20 Wednesday 
We had a little adventure last night.  About 10:00 PM Susan was looking out the window and 
saw something big and brown behind Lonnie’s cabin.  She first thought it might be Dell since 
he is in that cabin now and he walks up on the tundra to make phone calls.  He wears a brown 
coat.  She called me to look, and I got my shotgun and 50 caliber pistol and went to have a 
look.  What it was, was two big bears.  I finally saw them after they came out of the willows 
around camp.  They went up on the tundra and headed toward the beach.  I fired a round of 
birdshot in the air just to let them know I didn’t want them around our camp, and so Dell and 
the guy staying in the old cabin would get up and out and see what was happening.  Susan 
started cussing a lot as she is prone to do when she is nervous or afraid.  After almost 40 
years of being married to her I’m used to her cussing on occasion.  Anyway, one bear went 
down to the beach to feed on a dead Beluga whale that has washed up.  He only stayed 
around a few minutes, then he ran off following the other bear who had already run off.  
They looked good, and it’s always a thrill to see bears up here, but I don’t want them to be 
around people.  We don’t have as many bears this far north as are around in lower parts of 
Alaska.  Dell is out dredging now since the wind and waves have temporarily let up.  Susan 
has a cold, and is sleeping this morning.  If she feels better, we may go looking for jade rocks 
on the west side of Cripple River. 
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7-23 Saturday 
Yesterday Susan and I went to the Gold Prospectors camp to help Georgia sell my jewelry.  
Sales are going well this year.  Dell went out dredging.  Today Dell and I both went out 
dredging.  The current was so strong Dell couldn’t get his anchor to hold so he came in.  My 
anchor didn’t hold either, but I let the dredge drag me slowly and prospected along the drag.  
I’m still not finding much gold.  I was drug a quarter mile and made many test holes, but 
only saw sand, rocks, and gravel.  The water temp is 53 degrees and vis is okay.  Tomorrow 
I’m taking Susan to Nome, and we will stay at the Aurora Hotel for her last night up here.  
She’s over her cold now, and I don’t think she wants to go home to the heat. 

 
7-27 Wednesday 
Yesterday Dell & I dredged.  I got into some gold although not much.  I found about 7 or 8 
pennyweight in 4 hours.  I was in 20 foot water, vis was poor, and water temp is 56 degrees.  
Susan went home Monday, so just Dell and I are in camp.  Not many salmon so far this year, 
so the bears are coming around looking for food.  They will probably get shot.  We tried to 
dredge today but had problems.  My dredge that Dell uses had a split in the 6 inch suction 
hose that was too big to patch.  The hose was getting too short to just cut off a piece so I got 
Dell to go to my container and pick up the new 30 foot hose I had there.  Keene messed up 
on shipping again and sent a heavy hose instead of the light hose that I use.  Their shipping 
department is the worst I’ve ever seen.  The heavy hose weighs about 100 lbs more and will 
be real hard to handle on the light dredges that I use.  I also had trouble with my dredge  
When I went out I noticed no cooling water was coming out of  my 9.8 HP Nissan outboard. 
That means that I picked up too much sand yesterday when I came in. I came back in before 
the water pump melted and took it apart.  By the time I worked on it and put it back together, 
the waves were coming up so I didn’t go out.  We are expecting bad weather this week.  
Right now the weather is very nice except waves are building. 
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Dell with my 6” orange dredge 

 
7-29 Friday 
Yesterday the waves were up, so no dredging.  I went to town for weekly grocery shopping.  
The transmission has come in at Morgan’s, so they are working on my Ranger.  The 
windshield is not here yet.  I went to see Shawn Pomranke about the money he owed Lonnie 
and I for four or five years.  He was supposed to put a 50 HP outboard on our boat in 
exchange for the 90 HP motor that was too heavy for our boat.  He got ours, but never had 
the money to replace ours.  Yesterday he paid us off with 5 ½ oz of gold.  It’s not a good 
practice to lend any money to gold miners.   
Also only a fool will be an investor in gold miner’s schemes or equipment unless they are the 
miners themselves.  Any gold miner that is actually able to find enough gold to be profitable 
does not need or want financial help.  I don’t know of any investors who have funded miners 
ever getting their money back or making a profit.  If someone wants to be involved in gold 
they should buy gold that they can hold in their hands.  Today we have rain and wind.  We 
expect bad weather for a few days. 

 
7-31 Sunday 
John Trott came in yesterday, and will be up here for a few weeks.  He will be at my 
Monument camp on the Casadepaga River most of the time.  I want him to move my two 
dredges that are there to my claim on Ruby Creek and prospect there.  Dell and I went out 
dredging today.  Water temp is 54 degrees with good vis.  I am still having trouble with the 
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water pump on my 9.8 HP Nissan outboard, so I used the 6 HP.  All of my ocean dredges 
have two outboard motors so we don’t get stranded.  I also had trouble with one of the pumps 
not starting.  I worked on it awhile, and finally got it working.  I also had trouble when I 
floated my hose and it went under the wheel.  I had to manhandle the hose a bit, and that 
along with me dragging the dredge tired me out.  All of my muscles hurt now.  I was working 
at 20 feet depth and saw gold the last two hours of the five I dredged.  The gold was very fine 
and did not amount to as much as I thought I had.  I cleaned up the front of the sluice box and 
panned it out.  I had 4.1 pennyweight in that and should have about the same in the rest of the 
box.  That means I found about $550 worth of gold.  I’m going to try this area some more 
and see if the gold gets better.  I need to find at least an ounce a day to off set my expenses 
that are high.  Spencer will be here in two days. 

 
8-6 Saturday 
Spence has been here since Tuesday and the waves and wind have prevented dredging.  We 
went out to the Gold Prospectors camp Friday to sell jewelry.  I sold a total of about $4000 
this summer.  I cooked a standing rib roast (prime rib) last night.  It turned out good.  We’re 
not finding much gold, but we eat well.  Yesterday I finally got my Ranger back from 
Morgan’s.  The repairs cost $4400 and it still doesn’t work right.  It is supposed to run about 
50 miles an hour, and it only runs about 25.  I’m sure the repair people did something wrong, 
so I’ll have to carry it back in next week.   
 

 
Spencer Phillips coming in on my black 6” dredge 
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8-7 Sunday 
Today was a day when everything we touched broke.  We tried to dredge, but Spence was the 
only one to get out.  He cranked the 9.8 HP outboard while still too shallow, and picked up 
sand into the water pump that cools the engine, so he had to shut it down and use the 6 HP 
motor.  I helped him fix the water pump this afternoon.  He also made mistakes underwater 
and let his pump that powers the air compressor run empty on gas, so he had no air to 
breathe.  He came up okay.  He also had a problem with his water heater line.  Dell couldn’t 
get either of his pumps to crank, because water had got into the cylinder, and the other had an 
electrical problem.  Both are fixed now, but he didn’t get to dredge.  I was helping them 
some and didn’t dredge.  My Ranger is totally screwed up now.  It was running very poor, 
then made a noise, and goes about 2 miles an hour now.  We will tow it to Nome tomorrow 
so Morgan’s can give me some lame ass excuse for their lousy service.  I’m starting to get 
pissed off.  I also heard that one of the dredgers in town had his permit pulled for being an 
ass.  He deserved it.  Many of the new dredgers are getting ornery because they are running 
out of money and not finding gold.  And so it goes. 
 

 
Pulling the dredge out with the Ranger 
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8-10 Wednesday 
Spence & Dell are now dredging on the West Rec. area.  The weather is good now and they 
are finding good gold, over an ounce per day each.  I dredged out in 24 feet of water and 
found ¾ oz in 4 hours at my waypoint #253.  The gold I’m finding is very fine, and I’m 
looking for the coarse gold.  Ryan is back up now and will set the pace for the rest of us.  
Monday I carried the Ranger back to Morgan’s, and as I expected they blamed all the 
problems on anything except their own people.  Now all problems are bad gas from Bonanza.  
This is always the fall back excuse that they use.  Of course Bonanza is the main place for 
people to buy fuel and all fuel up here comes from the same fuel tanks.  My repairs on the 
Ranger are now pushing $7000 for this year, and I still don’t have it to use.  The warranty 
company is paying $1500 on my bill.  We haven’t seen the bears lately or their tracks, and I 
think they have been shot.  Good.  Spencer wants to know why I have a toilet brush in my 
cooking utensils.  I thought it was a bottle brush which is what it is now. 

 
8-11 Thursday 
Rain all day today and waves.  Spence and Dell ran their concentrates from their last two 
days dredging through our clean up box.  I set up panning stuff in the cabin and panned out 
their gold.  Each one had about 3 ½ oz of gold.  That’s real good.  Gold is $1760 an oz today 
for 24K.  Our gold is about 21K and brings about 85% of spot price.  I hope we can get some 
good weather now that we are in decent gold.  I need about $30,000 for myself to cover this 
year’s expenses. 
 

 
Spencer Phillips 
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8-12 Friday 
The waves are up, but the rain has stopped.  The wind is out of the west and we hope for 
north wind.  I repaired my pressure hose today, and Dell replaced the rubber flap on his 
suction nozzle.  I got my Ranger back from Morgan’s and paid $1300 more.  I’m around 
$7000 on repairs for the Ranger this year.  Much of the repairs are due to poor mechanics at 
Morgan’s.  They think they are okay, but they are terrible.  They would be out of business 
within 6 months if they were in Alabama or any state in the lower 48. 

 
8-16 Tuesday 
Water temp. is 54 degrees, vis is good, weather is perfect.  Spence and Dell are doing real 
well at the new spot they are dredging. Spence is getting over an ounce per day and Dell is 
doing better than Spence.  I am still where I was, and getting very little.  My Ranger is 
working now, and I figured out how to fix the overheating problem that I’ve had on it for 4 
years.  I took out the thermostat.  If Morgan’s had any good people, they would have told me 
to do that year’s ago.  I had to think of it myself, and I should have thought of it sooner.  The 
rec. area in town had 17 dredges on it today.  Most of them don’t have a clue about dredging 
or diving, and I expect much trouble and accidents there.  Alaska Dept. of Natural Resources 
should have made the first ¼ mile offshore open to the public instead of just two small areas 
for all the dredgers to work in.  I guess they want the money that will come from the mineral 
lease sale Sept. 28.  I will be at the sale and hope I am able to buy a lease.  What we have 
needed up here for years is a miner’s organization and a damn good lawyer to make the state 
open all the close in waters open to all the people for gold dredging.  This beach was where 
the gold miners 100 years ago found their gold, and there were no claims on the beach.  It 
was open to the public, and I don’t think it should be any different now.  Lawyers aren’t 
worth a damn unless you need one, then they are real good. Gold is $1786 per oz.   
 

 
Ocean dredges 
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8-19 Friday 
Gold is $1850 an oz. and the stock market is in the toilet, so I win and lose.  I finally have 
good news.  We are finding lots of gold now.  Spence has about 14 oz. and Dell has pushing 
30.  I’ve still not got much, but I’m doing much better.  I’m 65 years old now, and suffer 
from breathing problems and laziness.  We are dredging at my waypoint #259.  The weather 
is real nice with a north wind to blow down the waves.  Visibility is good and water temp. is 
warm at 55 degrees. 

 
8-20 Saturday 
We had a small brown bear in camp this morning.  We dredged today in great weather and all 
found good gold.  I think I found the most for a change.  I dredged 4 ½  hours and probably 
found about 3 oz. of gold.  The three of us found over $10,000 in gold today.  I had four 
minor problems to fix tonight.  Jellyfish are abundant here now and stung me on my lip, 
which is about the only place they can get to my skin.  My lip has swollen up, and I hope it is 
better tomorrow.  My high point of the day other than finally getting into good gold was to 
see this long legged, good looking girl go in the water to pull out a dredge.  Her wet tee shirt 
is something to remember.  She looked great.  I’m glad Sam was not here to see this or he 
might have had a stroke.  He would have talked about the tee shirt or what was in it for years.  
He has been telling us about going to the nude beach for at least 10 years.  He is a boob man.  
I saw him lose all control of a pepper shaker in a restaurant here when a waitress was 
bending over and wiping off the table.  He just kept shaking pepper, and she kept wiping and 
watching the crazy man pepper his food. 

 
8-24 Wednesday 
We dredged yesterday and are still finding good gold. Today the weather is bad, so no 
dredging for a few days.  We cleaned up our concentrates from the last week or so.  I now 
have over 10 ounces, and would have much more if I had not spent most of my time looking 
for a good spot.  Spence has about 18 ounces and Dell has found the most at about 37 ounces.  
I get a share of Spence & Dell’s gold for furnishing the camp, ATVs, dredges, and paying all 
expenses.  I am now at a break even point on my expenses for this year, and I hope to make 
money now.  It’s all about the weather and our health now.  The skin on my lip peeled off 
from the jellyfish sting on the inside & outside of my mouth. 
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Dead walrus washed up on beach 
 
8-26 Friday 
Yesterday morning we saw a bear eating on the dead walrus about 600 feet from my cabin.  
Spence and I went to town and bought groceries and gas.  In the afternoon we headed out for 
the Senic River.  We crossed the Cripple, then saw a new washed in walrus on the beach that 
still had its head and tusks.  Spence has wanted a complete walrus head for all these years, so 
we headed back to camp to get the chainsaw and knives.  I got the Ranger stuck coming out 
of the Cripple and we could not get it out.  We used two ATVs and two wenches with all six 
wheels turning on the Ranger, but it would not come out.  I got my friends at the Gold 
Prospecting camp to come with a front end loader and chains.  They pulled it out for me.  
Then we got our gear and re-crossed the Cripple to get the head.  Spence put on all his rain 
gear and rubber gloves to keep off the rotting walrus splatter as he sawed away.  After about 
an hour he got the head off.  He started boiling the head in half of a 55 gallon drum last night 
and will continue boiling today.   
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Wedged-in Ranger 

 

 
Spencer Phillips using chainsaw 
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Blood & gore 
 
.8-29 Monday 
We have been able to dredge for the last three days.  We are all finding good gold, and today 
I found a large nugget.  I didn’t see it on the bottom, but I had a nice surprise in my sluice 
box.  The nugget weighs 13.1 pennyweight.  That’s 2/3 of an ounce.  It is the second largest 
nugget I have ever found.  We are in a routine now of getting up, eating breakfast, getting 
ready to dredge, dredge 4 to 6 hours underwater, clean up our sluice boxes, fix whatever is 
broken, then I cook supper, we play cards or watch a movie, and go to sleep.  I will go to 
Nome tomorrow to buy gas and parts.  We also must get Spencer’s walrus head tagged by 
Fish and Game or they will not let him send it home.  Outsiders like us are allowed to take 
the skull and tusks if a dead walrus washes in.  We are not allowed to kill anything.  Eskimos 
kill everything that moves. 
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Big nugget 
 

 
Big nugget 
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Spencer Phillips with this finished trophy 
 

9-1 Thursday 
We had good weather and dredged today.  I got into good gold and dredged 6 hours.  The 
water temp. is still good at 52 degrees and vis was good.  I wanted to see how much I found 
so I panned out my upper box.  This had 51 pennyweight.  A little over 2 ½ oz in the upper 
box and I should have at least 1 ½ oz. in the rest of the box, so 4 oz. or better for the day or 
$6000 for 6 hours underwater.  I am tired now.  My first two months up here this year I found 
about the same as I found today.  I weigh 172  pounds now, and when I came up this year I 
weighed about 195 I think.  We eat good and a lot, but we all lose weight working to find 
gold. 
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My dredges on the beach 

 
9-5 Monday Labor Day 
We dredged today and that is five days in a row.  The wind is strong but from the north so it 
keeps waves down close to shore.  We work Alaska’s North Shore not the North Slope that 
most outsiders come to Alaska to work.  There was a young walrus on the beach this 
morning, and it was a rare site since it was alive.  I’ve only seen a couple of live walrus’ 
since I’ve been coming here.  I’ve seen over a hundred dead.  There were many ptarmigan in 
our camp this afternoon, and they are already turned half white because winter is coming.  
They are solid white in winter and brown in summer. 
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Water is out after the North wind 

 

 
This area is normally under several feet of water 
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9-9 Friday 
The sand hill cranes have been flying in by the thousands for several days getting ready to fly 
south for the winter.  They make loud noises as they fly over and stand around on the beach 
and tundra.  There must be millions of them in the Nome area right now.  We’ve had strange 
weather for the last few days.  We had a strong north wind that pushed out the water several 
hundred feet from shore.  We could see sand bars and cobbles that are normally several feet 
underwater.  I’ve never seen this before.  Now things have changed again and the water is 
back and we have big waves and a storm.  We were trying to take apart the two dredges that 
Spence and Dell were using since they are leaving tomorrow and Sunday.  The weather is too 
nasty, so we are going to take them apart tomorrow morning.  Dell tried to fix my Yamaha 
ATV today, but was unable to.  I will order a new carburetor for it.  Spence and Dell have 
cleaned up their gold and both have done well.  Spence has over $40,000 worth of gold for 
his work during his 6 weeks up here.  Dell has a good bit more, but he has been here all 
summer.  I am also doing well.  The first two months were very poor on finding gold, but 
now it’s all good.  The winter is coming fast now and the leaves and tundra have mostly 
turned brown.  We have about 11 or 12 hours of darkness now and that increases fast.  The 
water in the outside pans freezes over at night.  I get up early each morning about 5:30 and 
make coffee while the others sleep until about 7:00.  I am usually putting a little whiskey in 
my coffee now and drinking that before they get up or the sun rises.  One of the dredges in 
town sank this week, but the two guys on it were rescued by another dredge.  This was 
another one of “Miner Mikes” contraptions that he has conned people into investing in.  He 
also had a 40 foot boat sink in the harbor over the winter, because he didn’t get it hauled out 
before the water froze up.  He also had a couple more disasters, but foolish people keep 
giving him more money to throw away for them.  It seems there are “Miner Mikes” around 
all gold areas and they are always the self proclaimed experts.  No one should ever invest in 
another persons mining scheme.  Mine for yourself or don’t get involved.  Investors never get 
their money back.  Miners that know what they are doing are successful and don’t need or 
want investors.  Only failures want investors.  What I like about my operation here is that we 
are all real divers, commercial divers who work alone.  Each guy operates one of my dredges 
without a tender or help.  We are a sort of team but we are a team of individuals.  I like that 
description of us. 
A Team Of Individuals 
We are special and we know it. 

 
Here’s to us 
And those like us 
There’s damn few of them 
And most of them are dead 
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9-18 Sunday 
Yesterday morning, 2:00 AM 
Hey Steve 
Hey Steve 
Huh, what, yeah, who is it, come in, I’m awake.  What’s happening?  Lonnie woke me up to 
show me the show.  The Aurora Borealis, the Northern Lights were on.  I’ve always gone 
home by the first week in September and have missed seeing the Northern Lights.  Last night 
they covered the northern sky from horizon to horizon.  I watched them for about 15 minutes, 
then went back to sleep.  When I got up at 6:00, they were still on.  I also saw the Big Dipper 
that points to Polaris, the North Star.  Instead of the North Star being in the north sky, it is 
straight overhead here.  Lonnie and I have dredged for the last three days and I am finding 
one or two ounces each day.  The sea is calm and weather is real nice and hasn’t got cold yet, 
only getting down to the high 30’s at night.  We expect much colder within the next week or 
so.  I am working at my waypoint #265.  I continue to have trouble with my vehicles.  All 
three of them are broke now.  My Ranger is in the shop and I hope it is fixed this week.  My 
Yamaha ATV is leaking gas from the carburetor.  I took the carburetor apart and boiled it out 
to try to fix it as I do on my dredge motors, but it is still leaking.  I will order a new 
carburetor for next year.  The Polaris 700 ATV seized up the engine yesterday and I had to 
leave it on the beach.  Today I will skip dredging and try to get one of the ATVs working.  
I’m surprised and pleased with the weather this late in September and may start staying later 
each year.  All the leaves have turned yellow or brown and are falling off the willows now.  
Most of the people who mine have gone south, and Lonnie and I are the only people this far 
west of Nome. 
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Dell with his gold 
 

 
Steve Phillips with his gold 
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Sandhill cranes on the beach 

 
9-19 Monday 
Lonnie and I dredged today.  The weather is still pretty, but colder in the morning.  I dredged 
4 hours.  Water temp. was 46 degrees when I started and 49 degrees when I came in.  I was 
having trouble pulling the dredge in with Lonnie’s 6 wheel ATV.  The sand is real soft and 
that makes the ATV not able to pull good.  I asked one of the beach miners to help with his 
ATV pulling with both ATVs.  I was hooking up the rope when he did something wrong and 
ran into me with his ATV.  I was slammed pretty hard and pinned between the ATVs.  He 
pulled off of me and I had to sit down for a few minutes, but I’m okay.  I had on my wetsuit, 
and it cushioned the blow.  My left arm hurts and my neck got popped a bit.  I’m not sure 
whether I can dredge tomorrow.    
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Spencer Phillips with the gold-finding machines 

 

 
Rob, Andrew Lee & “Digger” with their new 10” dredg e 
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9-26 Monday 
Well the dredging is over for me this year.  Lonnie and I dredged 9 days out of 10 since he 
returned.  I am dredging at waypoint #272.  This is where I want to start next year.  The gold 
at this spot is in thin material and runs east and west about 30 feet wide, but gold is all 
around the area.  I am averaging 1/3 oz an hour.  This year I dredged 131 hours underwater 
and found just over 40 oz gold.  I ended up with about 60 oz. counting what Dell & Spence 
paid me.  That means about $90,000 and I spent a little over $30,000.  For the last day or so I 
have been taking apart and storing and winterizing the last dredge.  I hope everything works 
next year, but I know I’ll have trouble and lots of it with equipment.  Morgan’s said it will 
cost $3000 to fix the Polaris four wheeler.  I’m going to get Rob to try to fix it as a winter 
project for him.  Maybe I can save a thousand dollars.  I’m packing stuff into my cabin today 
and getting it ready for winter.  Lonnie and I will stay in town at the Aurora Hotel the last 
two nights.  We are waiting on the mineral lease auction on the 28th.  I doubt we will buy 
any, but we might if we can get one close to our camp.  I’ve been hurting a lot for a few days 
from dredging and lifting too much.  Water temp. was still good at 46 degrees with good vis.  
I am surprised at the good weather this late in the year.  It goes down to about freezing at 
night and up to about 50 for part of the day.  We are already making plans for next year.  I 
need to have good divers that will keep my three dredges running 6 hours per day when the 
weather allows.  I will be ordering a lot more spare parts to keep them running, but the main 
thing is the divers.  They have to be willing and able to work real hard each day.  Most 
people are much too light duty to do what it takes up here.  With me it’s all about the divers.  
I weigh 170 pounds now, down from 190 or 195 when I came up this year. 
 

 
Steve Phillips & Spencer Phillips with lots of gold 


